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We consider the slab storage problem (SSP) in slab yard operations. A set of slabs enter a slab yard in a specific order.
A proper stack needs to be selected for each inbound slab, so that the number of relocations in the subsequent retrieval
stage is minimised. We present a 0-1 integer programming model of the SSP that minimises the lower bound of the
number of relocations. Four solving strategies are derived from several interesting properties of the mathematical model
to speed up the solving process of the model. Making use of randomly generated instances and practical instances, we
testify the effectiveness of the solving strategies and study the influence of problem parameters on the computational
time of the model. Computational results show that the solving strategies can effectively reduce the computational time
of the model and is applicable in medium-sized practical instances.
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1. Introduction

A slab yard is a storage buffer between the continuous casting area and the hot rolling area in iron and steel production.
It receives slabs produced from continuous casters in the continuous casting area and provides slabs for reheating fur-
naces in the hot rolling area, as shown in Figure 1. Slabs enter the slab yard one by one following casting sequences.
They are piled onto a set of last-in-first-out (LIFO) stacks without breaking the height limit of these stacks. After a per-
iod of storage, these inbound slabs are retrieved singly and exit the slab yard according to rolling sequences. If a slab to
be retrieved is not at the top of a stack, slabs above it must be moved to other stacks by bridge cranes. The operation
of moving a slab from one stack to another is called a relocation (or a reshuffle). In slab yard operations, relocation is
very costly and time-consuming. On the one hand, it leads to an increase in slab yard operating expense. On the other
hand, it delays the retrieval of slabs, and in consequence might affect hot rolling production. Therefore, it is important
to reduce relocations in order to save money and time.

This paper studies the slab storage problem (SSP) to reduce relocations in slab yards. In the SSP, exact storage
locations need to be selected for a sequence of inbound slabs to minimise the expected number of relocations in the
subsequent retrieval stage. The entrance sequence and retrieval sequence of the inbound slabs are known in advance.
The entrance sequence is determined by continuous casting plans. The retrieval sequence is determined by hot rolling
plans and the delivery dates of customer orders together.

To the best of the author’s knowledge, little research addressing the SSP has been published. Li et al. (2005) and
Tu, Shi, and Li (2011) studied a similar problem of the SSP. They recommend stacks for inbound slabs. However, the
objective of their problem is to satisfy existing stacking rules better. Therefore, their studies could not effectively reduce
relocations. Other researchers studied some operational problems in slab yards that are related to relocations. Tang et al.
(2001, 2002), Singh, Srinivas, and Tiwari (2004) and Tang and Ren (2010) studied the slab stack shuffling problem, in
which appropriate slabs need to be chosen for a sequence of rolling items to minimise the expected number of reloca-
tions. Tang, Zhao, and Liu (2012) and Zhang, Liu, and Wang (2013) studied the slab relocation problem, where a set of
slabs are to be retrieved from a set of stacks in a specific order using the fewest number of relocations. However, these
studies are about operational problem in the retrieval stage. Therefore, the performances of their scheduling are influ-
enced, and more specifically, limited by the storage locations of inbound slabs.

Similar problems of the SSP have been widely studied in maritime container shipping industry. Kim, Park, and Ryu
(2000) studied the problem of locating an arriving container appropriately to reduce relocations. They assume that the
weight of the arriving container is known and container of heavier weight group will be retrieved earlier in the retrieval
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stage. Kang, Ryu, and Kim (2006) extended Kim, Park, and Ryu (2000) by considering that the weight information of
every arriving container is uncertain. Jang, Kim, and Kim (2013) also extended Kim, Park, and Ryu (2000). Different
from Kang, Ryu, and Kim (2006), they consider that the retrieval priorities between different weight groups are uncer-
tain. Yang and Kim (2006) addressed the problem of stacking a sequence of grouped items. In their problem, items of
the same group should be stored on the same stack. They utilise the retrieval time of items to reduce relocations. Chen
and Lu (2012) addressed a two-stage problem called storage location assignment problem. They allocate yard bays to
store outbound containers of each planning period in the first stage, and determine a storage slot for an arriving
container in the second stage. Relocations are reduced by considering the weight of the arriving container. Different
from these researches, items to be stacked in the SSP are a sequence of inbound slabs, each with distinct arrival time
and retrieval time. In addition, the height limit of a stack is 12–14 tiers in the SSP, much higher than the 3–6 tiers in
container studies.

In this paper, we first present a 0-1 integer programming model of the SSP. The objective of the model is to min-
imise the lower bound of the number of relocations. Four solving strategies that based on several interesting properties
of the model are proposed to speed up the solving process of the model. Computational experiments are conducted to
study the performance of the model as well as the effectiveness of the solving strategies. Computational results on ran-
domly generated instances show that the solving strategies can effectively reduce the computational time of the model.
Computational results on practical instances indicate that the model can solve medium-sized instances within reasonable
time.

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the SSP in detail. Section 3 presents a mathematical
model of the SSP. In Section 4, four strategies are proposed to speed up the solving process of the mathematical model.
In Section 5, we test the model by a global solver and show that the proposed solving strategies are very effective. We
conclude this paper in Section 6.

2. Problem description

A sequence of inbound slabs are determined after continuous casting plans are released. Each inbound slab has a distinct
retrieval priority. A set of stacks in the slab yard are allocated for the inbound slabs to store. These stacks might be
empty, or already been piled by some slab, called existing slabs. The inbound slabs should be stored on appropriate
stacks as soon as they enter the slab yard. Moreover, the number of slabs on a stack is limited by the maximum height
of that stack. It is assumed that no slab exits the allocated stacks and no slab from other parts of the slab yard enters
the allocated stacks during the storage. The performance of the storage of the inbound slabs is evaluated by the number
of relocations in the subsequent retrieval stage.

The SSP considered in this paper could be defined as follows. Consider N slabs that will enter the slab yard in a
specific order and each marked with a unique retrieval priority gi (i = 1, …, N). They are to be piled onto W stacks tem-
porarily, and then be retrieved and exit the slab yard. For a stack s of the W stacks, Es empty storage slots are available.
To minimise the expected number of relocations in the retrieval stage, decision-makers need to select a proper stack for
each slab to store. For the conciseness of illustration, we let slab i stand for the ith inbound slab, and stack s for the sth
stack in the rest of this paper.

3. Mathematical model

In this section, we build a 0-1 integer programming model for the SSP. The difficulty of modelling lies in the expression
of objective function, i.e. minimising the expected number of relocations. Determining the minimum number of

Continuous casting area Hot rolling areaSlab yard
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Figure 1. The production process of continuous casting and hot rolling.
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relocations for a slab retrieval task is a combinational problem called the blocks relocation problem (Caserta, Schwarze,
and Voß 2012). We use a lower bound (Lee and Lee 2010) of the blocks relocation problem to approximate the objec-
tive value of the SSP, so that the constructed mathematical model would not be too complex.

To calculate the lower bound of the blocks relocation problem, we divide slabs piled on stacks into two types: badly
placed slabs and well placed slabs. A slab is badly placed if it is piled upon slabs of higher retrieval priorities. On the
contrary, a slab is well placed only if all the slabs piled under it are of lower retrieval priorities. Since badly placed
slabs should be relocated at least once, the lower bound of the BRP is calculated as the number of badly placed slabs.
We discuss relationships among inbound slabs as well as relationships between inbound slabs and existing slabs to
determine whether a slab is badly placed or well placed.

For slab i, we define the following slab sets of inbound slabs:

XAA
i : The set of slabs that enter the slab yard after slab i and will also be retrieved after slab i.

XAB
i : The set of slabs that enter the slab yard after slab i, but will be retrieved before slab i.

XBA
i : The set of slabs that enter the slab yard before slab i, but will be retrieved after slab i.

XBB
i : The set of slabs that enter the slab yard before slab i and will also be retrieved before slab i.

As shown in Figure 2, five slabs enter the slab yard one by one and will be retrieved later in the sequence of 5, 2,

3, 1, and 4. For slab 3, the four slab sets defined above are, respectively, XAA
3 ¼ 4f g, XAB

3 ¼ 5f g, XBA
3 ¼ 1f g,

XBB
3 ¼ 2f g. Slab 3 would be badly placed if it is stored on the same stack with slab 2 (in XBB

3 ). More generally, slab i

is badly placed if it is stored on the same stack with slabs in XBB
i .

We define the retrieval priority of a stack as the lowest retrieval priority of existing slabs on that stack. Specifically,
for the case where a stack is empty, the retrieval priority of that stack is set to be very low (just lower than the lowest
retrieval priority of inbound slabs). If slab i is piled on a stack with a retrieval priority higher than that of slab i, then
slab i is badly placed. To conclude, we present the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Slab i is badly placed on stack s if and only if one of the following conditions satisfies:

(a) At least one slab in set XBB
i is piled on stack s.

(b) The retrieval priority of stack s is higher than that of slab i.

Proof. Sufficiency of the two conditions is discussed above, so here we only need to prove the necessity. Since slab i
is badly placed, there must exists a slab j piled below slab i and gj is smaller than gi. Note that, only existing slabs of
stack s and slabs in XBA

i [ XBB
i might be piled below slab i. Moreover, slabs in XBA

i are of lower retrieval priorities than
slab i. Therefore, slab j must be an existing slab of stack s, or a slab in XBB

i . If slab j is an existing slab of stack s, the
retrieval priority of stack s must be higher than that of slab i. Therefore, the necessity is proved. □

The mathematical model of the SSP could now be formulated based on the above discussion. Besides notations used
in Section 2, a new notation Si and several decision variables are defined.

Si: The set of stacks which retrieval priorities are higher than that of slab i.

xis ¼ 1; if slab i is piled on stack s;
0; otherwise:

�

yij ¼ 1; if slab i and slab j are piled on the same stack;
0; otherwise:

�

bi ¼ 1; if slab i is badly placed;
0; otherwise

�

Figure 2. Retrieval priorities of a sequence of inbound slabs.
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The following 0-1 integer programming model ‘SSP-IP’ could formulate the SSP.

SSP-IP: min
XN
i¼1

bi (1)

s.t.

XW
s¼1

xis ¼ 1 i ¼ 1; . . .;N (2)

XN
i¼1

xis �Es s ¼ 1; . . .;W (3)

xis þ xjs � yij þ 1 i ¼ 1; . . .N ; j\i; s ¼ 1; . . .;W (4)

xis � bi i ¼ 1; . . .N ; s 2 Si (5)

yij � bi i ¼ 1; . . .N ; j 2 XBB
i (6)

where the objective function (1) minimises the total number of badly placed slabs, i.e. the expected number of reloca-
tions. Constraints (2) ensure that each inbound slab be stored on one stack. Constraints (3) force that the stack height
limit must be met. Constraints (4) define the proper relationship between xis and yij. If slab i and slab j are piled on the
same stack, then yij equals 1. Otherwise, yij is forced to be 0 by constraints (6) and the objective function (1). Con-
straints (5) state that slab i is badly placed if it is placed on a stack of Si. Constraints (6) state that slab i is also badly
placed if it is piled on the same stack with slabs of XBB

i .

4. Solving strategies

Mathematical model SSP-IP could be solved by global solvers (e.g. CPLEX) if the computational time permits. We first
present three solving strategies based on several properties of model SSP-IP to speed up the solving process of the
model. Then combine the three individual strategies together to get a more effective integrated strategy.

4.1 The NCB strategy

Some certain slabs are badly placed regardless of the stacks they are put. We discuss such slabs in this strategy. There-
fore, this strategy is called non-certainly-bad (NCB) strategy. In the following, we first present two properties of model
SSP-IP, then describe the NCB strategy that derived from the two properties.

Property 1. For slab i, bi = 1 if Sij j ¼ W .

Proof. According to constraints (2), there exists a stack s that makes xis = 1. Consequently, there must exists a
sub-constraint of constraints (5) that states 1 ≤ bi if Sij j ¼ W . Therefore, bi is forced to be 1. □

Property 2. For slab i and slab j, slab i is of lower retrieval priority than slab j if Sij j ¼ W and Sj
�� ��\W .

Proof. Since Sj
�� ��\W , there must exists a stack s for which retrieval priority is lower than that of slab j. On the

opposite, Sij j ¼ W , so the retrieval priority of slab i is lower than that of stack s. Therefore, slab i is of lower retrieval
priority than slab j. □

Property 1 tells that slab i must be badly placed if all the stacks are of higher retrieval priorities than it. Property 2
implies that slabs that satisfy the condition of property 1 would be retrieved after slabs that do not. We derived the
NCB strategy from Property 1 and Property 2 to simplify the SSP. The solving procedure of NCB strategy is as
follows.
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[NCB procedure]

Step 1. Remove slabs that satisfy the conditions of Property 1.
Step 2. Solve the reduced problem to optimal using a global solver.
Step 3. Assign the removed slabs arbitrarily to stacks that are not full.

NCB strategy reduces the scale of the SSP and the optimality of solutions got by NCB strategy is also guaranteed.
The objective value of the SSP includes two parts: the number of badly placed slabs in removed slabs and the number
of badly placed slabs in remained slabs. According to Property 1, the removed slabs are all definitely badly placed, so
NCB strategy does not influence the first part of the objective value. According to Property 2, the removed slabs will be
retrieved after the remained slabs, so the storage of the removed slabs will not lead the remained slab to be badly
placed. In other words, after the storage of the removed slabs, the second part of the objective value remains the mini-
mum one. In conclusion, the objective value of the solution got by NCB strategy is the minimum, i.e. the solution is
optimal.

4.2 The NCW strategy

In an optimal solution, some certain slabs are well placed no matter where other slabs are put. We discuss such slabs in
this strategy. Therefore, this strategy is called non-certainly-well (NCW) strategy. We first present an interesting property
of model SSP-IP, and then describe the NCW strategy derived from that property.

Let S be the set of all the W stacks of the SSP, the following property of model SSP-IP is available.

Property 3. For slab i, bi equals 0 in the optimal solution if both of the following two conditions satisfy:

(a) W � Sij j � XAA
i

�� ��� XBB
i

�� ��� 1

(b) Sum of the W � Sij j � XAA
i

�� ��� XBB
i

�� �� smallest Es of stacks in set SnSi is greater than XAB
i

�� ��þ XBA
i

�� ��þ 1.

Proof. We use the methodology of proof by contradiction to testify the property. To begin with, we give an assumption
(Assumption 1): Given an optimal solution Sopt with the minimum objective value V opt, there exists a badly placed slab
i that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.

Let X and Y, respectively, represent the set of stacks on which slabs in XAA
i and XBB

i are put. Obviously,
Xj j þ Yj j � XAA

i

�� ��þ XBB
i

�� ��. Let Z ¼ Sn Si [ X [ Yð Þ. Therefore, only slabs of set XAB
i [ XBA

i are piled on stacks of set
Z, and the retrieval priorities of these stacks are lower than that of slab i. Then,

Zj j ¼ Sn Si [ X [ Yð Þj j ¼ Sj j � Si [ X [ Yj j ¼ W � Si [ X [ Yj j �W � Sij j þ Xj j þ Yj jð Þ�W � Sij j þ XAA
i

�� ��þ XBB
i

�� ��� �

According to condition (a), Zj j � 1, i.e. stack set Z is not empty in the optimal solution Sopt. According to condition

(b), we can infer that stacks in Z can store at least XAB
i

�� ��þ XBA
i

�� ��þ 1 inbound slabs in total. Recall that only slabs in

XAB
i [ XBA

i are piled on stacks of Z, so there must exist at least one stack in Z that can provide a storage slot for slab i.
In the optimal solution Sopt, bi = 1. According to Theorem 1 proposed in Section 3, slab i is placed on a stack of set

Si [ X . Therefore, slab i is not piled on a stack of Z. Here, we give another solution Soth with objective value V oth. The
only difference between Sopt and Soth is that slab i is piled on a stack of Z in Soth. According to Theorem 1 and the def-
inition of set Z, bi = 0. For any slab j stored on a stack of Z, we can conclude that j 2 XAB

i [ XBA
i , so i 2 XBA

j [ XAB
j .

Recall Theorem 1, the storage of slab i will not lead other slabs to be badly placed.
We divide inbound slabs other than slab i into two parts. One is slabs stored on stacks of Si [ X [ Y , the other is

slabs stored on stacks of Z. Let nopt1 and nopt2 be the number of badly placed slabs of each part in solution Sopt, respec-
tively. Similarly, let noth1 and noth2 be the number of badly placed slabs of each part in solution Soth. Clearly, nopt1 � noth1 ,
and nopt2 ¼ noth2 . Moreover, V opt ¼ nopt1 þ nopt2 þ 1, and V oth ¼ noth1 þ noth2 . To conclude, V opt [V oth. However, this con-
clusion contradicts Assumption 1 which states that V opt is the minimum objective value. Therefore, Assumption 1 is
false, and no slab that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1 is badly placed in the optimal solution. Theorem 1 is
proved. □

Property 3 tells us that slab i could definitely be well placed if it satisfies the conditions of Property 3. It could be
stored on a stack where slabs of XAA

i [ XBB
i are not stored. We derived NCW strategy from Property 3 to speed up the

solving process of model SSP-IP. The solving procedure of NCW strategy is shown below.
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[NCW procedure]

Step 1. Iteratively remove one slab that satisfies the conditions of Property 3 each time until no slab is removable.
Step 2. Solve the reduced problem to optimal using a global solver.
Step 3. Assign the removed slabs one by one following the reversed order of the removal process. Each removed slab
(e.g. slab i) is assigned to a stack where no slab of XAA

i [ XBB
i is stored.

NCW strategy reduces the scale of the SSP, so the computational time would decrease. Moreover, the removed slabs
in NCW strategy are definitely well placed according to Property 3. Therefore, solutions got by using NCW strategy are
optimal.

4.3 The NS strategy

The SSP is symmetrical in some cases. We discuss the symmetry and break it in this strategy. Therefore, this strategy is
called non-symmetrical (NS) strategy.

Property 4. The solution of the SSP is symmetrical if there are two or more empty stacks in the SSP. In other words,
the objective value will not change if slabs of any two empty stacks are exchanged.

Obviously, on each stack, slabs under each inbound slab are the same as before after the exchange. Therefore, the
objective value is not changed. Of course, the SSP is also symmetrical if there exist two stacks that are not empty, but
share the same stack height, and both of their retrieval priorities are lower than the lowest retrieval priority of inbound
slabs.

We are able to add extra constraints to break the symmetry. But note that mathematical model SSP-IP is very simple.
The addition of extra constraints would make the model too complicated, and in consequence would slow down the
solving process of the model. Therefore, we only break symmetry for the case where all the stacks are empty. The solv-
ing procedure of NS strategy is as follows.

[NS procedure]

Step 1. Assign the first inbound slab to the first stack.
Step 2. Solve the remaining problem to optimal using a global solver.

4.4 The integrated strategy

The above three strategies all reduce problem scale by removing some certain slabs. They can be integrated together to
reduce the problem scale of the SSP more effectively. The solving procedure of the integrated strategy is shown below.

[Integrated procedure]

Step 1. Successively use NCB strategy and NCW strategy to remove slabs and get a reduced problem. The sets of
removed slabs are termed as slabs 1 and slabs 2. If all the slabs are removed, go to step 4.
Step 2. If all the stacks are empty, assign the first inbound slab to the first stack (i.e. NS strategy). Then, go to step 4 if
no slab left.
Step 3. Use a global solver to solve the reduced problem to optimal. Let solution 1 represent the optimal solution.
Step 4. Use NCW strategy to assign slabs of slabs 2, combine the assignment with solution 1 to get solution 2.
Step 5. Use NCB strategy to assign slabs of slabs 1, combine the assignment with solution 2 to get the final solution.

5. Computational results

In this section, we present computational results on randomly generated instances as well as practical instances of the
SSP. The maximum stack height is set to be 12. All tests presented in this section were carried on a desktop computer
with 4 GB of RAM, the Windows 7 Professional 64-bit operating system and an Intel Core i5 processor with four
3.3 GHz cores. Mathematical model SSP-IP and the four solving strategies were coded in C++ using CPLEX 12.4 with
default settings and compiled with the Visual Studio 2008 C++ compiler.
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5.1 Computational results with randomly generated instances

We randomly generated instances of different configurations to testify the performances of model SSP-IP and the
effectiveness of the four solving strategies. The configurations involve five main parameters: the number of inbound
slabs (N), the number of stacks (W) as well as the order degree of inbound slabs (O), the average height of stacks (H)
and the relative retrieval priority of stacks (R). Given a sequence of the retrieval priority of inbound slabs, the order
degree of inbound slabs is defined as the ratio of the inverse number of this sequence to the maximum inverse number,
i.e. N N � 1ð Þ=2. A higher order degree indicates that the inbound sequence is of a better accordance with the LIFO
rule. The relative retrieval priority of stacks is defined as the ratio of the average retrieval priority of all the stacks and
the average retrieval priority of all the inbound slabs. The lower the relative retrieval priority of stacks, the more
inbound slabs are able to be well placed. In randomly generated instances, values of problem parameters are set as
shown in Table 1.

More specifically, the order degree of inbound slabs is low if it is smaller than 0.3, and high if it is larger than 0.6.
The relative retrieval priority of stacks is low if it is larger than 1.3, and high if it is smaller than 0.7. Therefore, there
are a total of 40 combinations of the five problem parameters. Moreover, using the Taguchi Method, we only need to
generate 30 groups of instances. Each instance group includes 15 instances. See Appendix 1 for the details of instance
generation. The parameters and computational results of each instance group are shown in Table 2.

We first analyse Table 2 to discuss the performance of solving strategies. NCB strategy reduces problem scale by
removing inbound slabs that are certainly badly placed. An inbound slab is badly placed if retrieval priorities of all the
stacks are higher than its own. Therefore, NCB strategy is much more applicable in instances where the relative retrieval
priority of stacks is high. In Table 2, it is observed that a decrease of 20–47% on computational time is achieved in
instances of high relative retrieval priorities. In addition, NCB strategy is nearly inapplicable in instances of low relative
retrieval priorities.

NCW strategy removes inbound slabs that are definitely well placed in the optimal solution (satisfy Property 3). The
slab sets XAA

i and XBB
i of slab i is small if the order degree of inbound slabs is high. Meanwhile, the stack set Si of slab

i is also small if the relative retrieval priority of stacks is low. Therefore, the condition (a) of Property 3 is easier to be
satisfied if the order degree is high and the relative retrieval priority is low as well as the number of stacks is large.
Moreover, the condition (b) of Property 3 is easier to be satisfied if the number of stacks is large and the average stack
height of stacks is low. In conclusion, NCW strategy is much more applicable if the above four conditions are all satis-
fied. Computational results in Table 2 show that NCW strategy is effective in instances where the order degree of
inbound slabs is high, especially when the other three conditions are also satisfied. When the order degree of inbound
slabs is low, NCW strategy is almost inapplicable except for the instances where all the stacks are empty (even if in this
condition, the performance is not desirable).

NS strategy works only when all the stacks are empty (i.e. H = 0). It reduces problem scale by removing the first
inbound slab. In some instances, the removal could greatly simplify the structure of solution space, and a decrease of
73% on computational time is obtained. However, the removal might be ineffective in other instances, and no decrease
is achieved.

The integrated strategy combines the above three strategies. The individual solving strategies are complementary to
each other, e.g. NCB strategy is ineffective when the relative retrieval priority of stacks is low, but NCW strategy is
effective in this condition. Therefore, the integrated strategy could be applied to more instances. It is also testified to be
more effective than the three individual strategies most of the time. However, a flaw of the integrated strategy could be
observed from Table 2. For the instances where not all the stacks are empty, the integrated strategy is nearly inapplica-
ble if both the order degree of inbound slabs and the relative retrieval priority of stacks are low.

In the following, we study the influence of problem parameters on the computational time of model SSP-IP. From
Table 2, we could find that problem parameters influence the computational time of different solving strategies in a simi-
lar way. To be concise, this part only discusses their influence on that of the integrated strategy (i.e. the best solving
strategy).

The influence of the number of inbound slabs is evident. Computational time grows with the increase in the number
of inbound slabs, especially when the order degree of inbound slabs is low. However, the influence of the number of

Table 1. Problem parameters and their values.

Parameters N W O H R

Values 20, 25 4, 6 low, high 0, 3, 6 low, high

2372 C. Lu et al.
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stacks is not that obvious. As the number of stacks increases, computational time grows in some instance groups, while
decreases in other groups. Therefore, we generated eight instance groups of different stack count to study the relation-
ship between the number of stacks and the computational time of the model. Each instance group includes 50 instances
and the number of inbound slabs is set to be 20. Figure 3 shows the experimental results of these instance groups using
the integrated solving strategies. When the number of stacks is small, instances are fast solved. As the number of stacks
increases, the solution spaces of instances are enlarged. In consequence, the average computational time grows. The
increase in stack count also changes the schedule complexities of instances. When the number of stacks reaches a point,
instances become very simple. The decrease in schedule complexities offsets the enlargement of solution spaces. There-
fore, leads to a decrease in computational time. In addition, the application of NCW strategy also helps in reducing
computational time in instances where the number of stacks is large.

The order degree of inbound slabs influences the computational time of the model greatly. Instances could be solved
in a relatively short time when the order degree is high. However, the computational time would be much longer when
the order degree is low. This result is obvious especially in instances where the relative retrieval priority of stacks is
low. In the above condition, the objective value is large and the lower bound is difficult to determine. Therefore, the
CPLEX solver costs a lot of time in testifying the optimality of the solution found. Moreover, the inapplicability of
NCW strategy in this condition also worsens the situation.

Table 2. Computational results on randomly generated instances of different configurations.

Parametersa CPLEX NCB NCW NS Integrated

N W O H R Objb Timec Time Apld Dece (%) Time Apl Dec (%) Time Apl Dec (%) Time Apl Dec (%)

20 4 L 0 L 5.6 0.205 –f – – 0.202 15 1 0.123 15 40 0.128 15 38
20 4 L 3 L 6.1 0.379 0.378 1 0 0.379 0 0 – – – 0.378 1 0
20 4 L 3 H 13.6 0.019 0.010 15 47 0.019 0 0 – – – 0.010 15 47
20 4 L 6 L 6.1 0.363 0.351 1 3 0.363 0 0 – – – 0.351 1 3
20 4 L 6 H 13.6 0.025 0.015 15 40 0.025 0 0 – – – 0.015 15 40
20 4 H 0 L 1.6 0.039 – – – 0.025 15 36 0.027 15 31 0.024 15 38
20 4 H 3 L 2.3 0.049 0.048 1 2 0.039 11 20 – – – 0.038 12 22
20 4 H 3 H 10.1 0.013 0.010 15 23 0.012 6 8 – – – 0.008 15 38
20 4 H 6 L 2.4 0.051 0.050 1 2 0.046 6 10 – – – 0.045 7 12
20 4 H 6 H 10.1 0.015 0.010 15 33 0.013 4 13 – – – 0.009 15 40
20 6 L 0 L 2.2 0.134 – – – 0.129 15 4 0.129 15 4 0.100 15 25
20 6 L 3 L 3.1 0.535 0.535 0 0 0.531 2 1 – – – 0.531 2 1
20 6 L 3 H 12.2 0.025 0.017 14 32 0.025 0 0 – – – 0.017 14 32
20 6 L 6 L 3.1 0.639 0.639 0 0 0.639 0 0 – – – 0.639 0 0
20 6 L 6 H 12.2 0.025 0.015 14 40 0.025 0 0 – – – 0.015 14 40
20 6 H 0 L 0.0 0.013 – – – 0.003 15 77 0.013 15 0 0.003 15 77
20 6 H 3 L 0.6 0.032 0.032 0 0 0.017 14 47 – – – 0.017 14 47
20 6 H 3 H 8.5 0.019 0.013 14 32 0.015 11 21 – – – 0.008 15 58
20 6 H 6 L 0.6 0.034 0.034 0 0 0.02 14 41 – – – 0.020 14 41
20 6 H 6 H 8.5 0.022 0.017 14 23 0.016 9 27 – – – 0.014 15 36
25 6 L 0 L 4.9 6.292 – – – 5.601 15 11 1.722 15 73 1.497 15 76
25 6 L 3 L 5.1 7.231 7.231 0 0 7.231 0 0 – – – 7.231 0 0
25 6 L 3 H 13.9 0.062 0.046 14 26 0.062 0 0 – – – 0.046 14 26
25 6 L 6 L 5.1 5.863 5.863 0 0 5.863 0 0 – – – 5.863 0 0
25 6 L 6 H 13.9 0.052 0.038 14 27 0.052 0 0 – – – 0.038 14 27
25 6 H 0 L 0.0 0.029 – – – 0.013 15 55 0.017 15 41 0.011 15 62
25 6 H 3 L 1.0 0.050 0.050 0 0 0.034 14 32 – – – 0.034 14 32
25 6 H 3 H 12.4 0.025 0.020 14 20 0.022 11 12 – – – 0.012 15 52
25 6 H 6 L 1.0 0.051 0.051 0 0 0.044 9 14 – – – 0.044 9 14
25 6 H 6 H 12.5 0.030 0.020 14 33 0.026 7 13 – – – 0.018 15 40

aFor parameters O and R, value L stands for low, and value H stands for high.
bAverage optimal objective value of instances in each instance group.
cAverage computational time (s) of instances in each instance group.
dCount of instances which can apply the according solving strategy.
eAverage reduction of computational time by using the according solving strategy. It is computed as t � t0ð Þ=t, where t is the average
computational time without using any solving strategy and t’ is the average computational time using that according solving strategy.
fThe solving strategy is not applicable under the according parameter combination.
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The influence of the average stack height is not obvious. We designed nine instance groups of different stack heights
to study the relationship between the average stack height and the computational time of the model. Each instance group
includes 50 instances and the problem scale is set to be 20 × 6 (N × W). Figure 4 shows the experimental results of
these instance groups using the integrated solving strategy. When the average height of stacks is low, solution space is
large, so a lot of time is consumed to solve the model. With the increase in stack height, solution spaces are reduced. In
consequence, the average computational time decreases. However, when stack height reaches a point, the constraints of
height limit work, so the schedule complexity of instances increases. The increase in schedule complexities offsets the
reduction in the solution spaces, therefore the average computational time growths.

The influence of the relative retrieval priority of stacks is clear and simple. Schedule of instances are flexible when
the relative retrieval priority of stacks is low, therefore the computational time is relatively long. The flexibilities
decrease when the relative retrieval priority of stacks is high, in consequence the computational time shortens. What’s
more, NCW strategy is more applicable in the former condition and NCB strategy is much more applicable in the latter
condition. They exert extra influence on the computational time together.

5.2 Computational results with practical instances

We collected practical data of slab yard operation from a Chinese steel plant and selected ten medium-scaled instances.
The inbound slabs of each instance are set as the slabs of a single cast lot, except for the slabs that are directly trans-
ferred to reheating furnaces without storage. The stacks of each instance are set as the practical storage location of the
inbound slabs. Moreover, the existing slabs on each stack are set to be the practical ones. Parameters and computational
results (using SR strategy) of all the ten instances are shown in Table 3. The computational time of instances ranges
from 0.0 s (less than 0.1 s) to 10.7 min. Note that casted slabs enter slab yard in the pace of one slab per 4 min in
practice. Therefore, model SSP-IP is applicable for medium-scaled practical instances.
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Figure 3. The influence of stack count on the computational time of model SSP-IP.
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Figure 4. The influence of average stack height on the computational time of model SSP-IP.
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6. Conclusion

In this paper, we studied the SSP in hot rolling slab yard. Mathematical model SSP-IP is presented to formulate the
problem. It uses the lower bound of the number of relocations as the objective. Based on several properties of the
model, four solving strategies are proposed to speed up the solving process of the model. Computational experiments
are conducted using a global solver. Experimental results on randomly generated instances validated that the proposed
solving strategies are very effective and could reduce the computational time of the model a lot. Moreover, the number
of inbound slabs, the order degree of inbound slabs and the relative retrieval priority of stacks are testified to be the
three main factors that influence the computational time of the model most. Computational results on practical instances
showed that the model is applicable for medium-scaled practical instances.

Mathematical model SSP-IP is not only applicable in the SSP, but also could be used to solve other similar storage
scheduling problems after minor adjustment. However, the model cannot solve large-scaled practical instances. There-
fore, a fast algorithm for large-scaled instances is needed. Moreover, in our study, we assume that a set of stacks are
already allocated for inbound slabs before the scheduling. However, the allocation of stacks for a sequence of inbound
slabs is also an important problem needs to be addressed in slab yard operations.
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Appendix 1. Details of instance generation
Each instance consists of two parts: an inbound slab sequence and a stack group. The inbound slab sequences and the stack groups
are generated separately.

Firstly, generate inbound slab sequences. We first generate 15 inbound slab sequences each with 25 slabs. They are of low-order
degree, and the set of them are termed as A25;L. Their respective subsequences which consist of the first 20 slabs are also of low-order
degree. The set of the subsequences are termed as A20;L. Then, generate A25;H and A20;H that consist of slab sequences of high-order
degree in a similar way.

Secondly, generate the stack groups. We first generate 15 stack groups each with 4 empty stacks and 15 stack groups each with 6
empty stacks. They are termed as B4,0 and B6,0, respectively. Then, generate 15 stack groups each with 6 stacks and the average stack
height of each stack group is 3. The relative retrieval priority of these stack groups is low. The set of these stack groups is termed as
B6;3;L. Insert 3 slabs with the lowest retrieval priority into every stack of B6;3;L (so that the retrieval priorities of stacks are not chan-
ged), and then get B6;6;L. Remove 2 stacks with the highest retrieval priorities from each stack group in B6;3;L and B6;6;L, and then get
B4;3;L and B4;6;L. Generate B6;3;H, B6;6;H, B4;3;H and B4;6;H of high relative retrieval priority in a similar way.

Lastly, combine the generated inbound slab sequences and stack groups to make up instances. The parameters and the
corresponding combinations of each instance group are shown in Table A1.

Table A1. Parameters of randomly generated instance groups.

Group N W O H R Combination

1 20 4 L 0 L A20;L � B4;0

2 20 4 L 3 L A20;L � B4;3;L

3 20 4 L 3 H A20;L � B4;3;H

4 20 4 L 6 L A20;L � B4;3;L

5 20 4 L 6 H A20;L � B4;3;H

6 20 4 H 0 L A20;H � B4;0

7 20 4 H 3 L A20;H � B4;3;L

8 20 4 H 3 H A20;H � B4;3;H

9 20 4 H 6 L A20;H � B4;3;L

10 20 4 H 6 H A20;H � B4;3;H

11 20 6 L 0 L A20;L � B6;0

12 20 6 L 3 L A20;L � B6;3;L

13 20 6 L 3 H A20;L � B6;3;H

14 20 6 L 6 L A20;L � B6;3;L

15 20 6 L 6 H A20;L � B6;3;H

16 20 6 H 0 L A20;H � B6;0

17 20 6 H 3 L A20;H � B6;3;L

18 20 6 H 3 H A20;H � B6;3;H

19 20 6 H 6 L A20;H � B6;3;L

20 20 6 H 6 H A20;H � B6;3;H

21 25 6 L 0 L A25;L � B6;0

22 25 6 L 3 L A25;L � B6;3;L

23 25 6 L 3 H A25;L � B6;3;H

24 25 6 L 6 L A25;L � B6;3;L

25 25 6 L 6 H A25;L � B6;3;H

26 25 6 H 0 L A25;H � B6;0

27 25 6 H 3 L A25;H � B6;3;L

28 25 6 H 3 H A25;H � B6;3;H

29 25 6 H 6 L A25;H � B6;3;L

30 25 6 H 6 H A25;H � B6;3;H
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